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WHO ARE WE?
Southwest Gas provides safe and reliable natural gas service to customers in Arizona, California and Nevada. We strive to 
create a better quality of life in the communities where we live and work by caring for our employees and responsibly 
operating our business. Whether you're enjoying a hot shower, getting cozy indoors during the winter, or rediscovering 
grandma's recipes in your kitchen, we're here to support your comfort and lifestyle. Visit us at swgas.com to learn more.

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
Southwest Gas is bringing natural gas service to the Spring Creek area! Beginning in the summer of 2020, Elko Summit 
Estates will be the �rst community serviced. We estimate completing construction in the Elko Summit Estates area by early 
December and beginning the second phase in the spring of 2021. In this second phase, we’ll be installing a pipeline system 
designed to serve local schools, businesses and residences along the main route.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
We’d love to connect with you! Our team of experts is here to answer your questions. Give us a call or drop us a line to learn 
more about the process and status of your conversion.

STAY UP TO DATE
Be the �rst to receive important information about our progress in bringing a�ordable natural gas service to you.

E-MAIL

NAME

SUBMIT

A MORE AFFORDABLE ENERGY SOURCE IS COMING TO YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD!

775.404.3449 SPRINGCREEKOUTREACH@SWGAS.COM
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QUICK ANSWERS TO COMMON QUESTIONS

HOW IS NATURAL GAS DELIVERED TO MY HOME?

Southwest Gas delivers natural gas directly to homes through an underground pipeline system. This 
system includes three essential parts: the main line which services your neighborhood; a service line that 
connects the main line to your gas meter; and house lines to deliver gas from the meter to your appliances.

CAN MY EXISTING APPLIANCES BE CONVERTED TO USE NATURAL GAS?

WHAT FACTORS SHOULD I CONSIDER WHEN DECIDING WHETHER TO CONVERT TO NATURAL GAS?

HOW CAN I USE NATURAL GAS?

WHAT IS THE PROCESS TO CONVERT MY HOME?

HOW DO I FIND A LICENSED CONTRACTOR OR APPLIANCE DEALER?

HOW CAN I STAY UP TO DATE ON YOUR PROGRESS?

775.404.3449 SPRINGCREEKOUTREACH@SWGAS.COM

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW 
Want to �nd out more about the Spring Creek Natural Gas Expansion project? How natural gas can provide the a�ordable 
comfort your home deserves? Or what to consider when converting or installing appliances? The answers to these 
questions and more can be found below.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
We’d love to connect with you! Our team of experts is here to answer your questions. Give us a call or drop us a line to
learn more about the process and status of your conversion.

GET IN TOUCH
HAVE A QUESTION? COMMENT?

WE CAN’T WAIT TO SERVE YOU
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STAY UP TO DATE
Be the �rst to receive important information about our progress in bringing a�ordable natural gas service to you.
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WANT TO KNOW MORE?
We’d love to connect with you! Our team of experts is here to answer your questions. Give us a call or drop us a line to learn more about the 

process and status of your conversion.
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From heating techs to plumbing experts, we’re here to make 

sure you make the right call.

Whether you’re installing, replacing or upgrading natural gas 

appliances in your home or business, Southwest Gas can help 

you �nd licensed contractors and appliance dealers in the 

Elko/Spring Creek area.

Use our simple online referral program to �nd an expert and 

let them know that Southwest Gas referred you — it’s as easy 

as 1-2-3!

        1. Visit the program website

        2. Search using your Zip Code

        3. Call or email the contractor to schedule service

Here are some quick questions to ask before they arrive:

     • Can you provide a quote?

     • What does the service include?

     • Are there any additional costs or available promotions?

Learn more at swgas.com/referrals.

*We recommend obtaining a few quotes to compare pricing and the 

conversion timeframe.
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Upgrade your cooking
with natural gas

When it comes to 
cooking, natural gas 
is a key ingredient
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Cooking up perfection takes precision

Have better control of cooking temperatures
Regardless of what you’re cooking, the right temperature makes all the difference. 
Natural gas gives you the ability to have the perfect temperature at all times.2 

Use a wider variety of cookware
With an electric stove, you must have flat-bottomed pans that stay in constant 
contact with the eye. Natural gas gives you the flexibility to use a wider variety of 
cookware, hold it at any angle and let your culinary creativity flow.3

Clean up quickly and save on maintenance
Cooking can be messy. With a gas range, cleanup is quick and easy. With a gas stove, 
re-lighting the pilot light is about as much maintenance as you’ll need to do.3 Whereas you
might have to spend the money to hire an appliance pro if your electric stove stops working.4

Use less energy and save more money 
A natural gas stovetop uses significantly less energy to produce the same heat as 
electric ranges and could cost you half as much to operate.5 With natural gas, you’ll 
be more energy efficient and cost effective — a perfect combination. 

Whether you’re inside or out, natural gas just makes cooking better. To learn more about the 
benefits of switching to natural gas, visit:

When it comes to the kitchen, natural gas delivers all that and so much more. 

Get your rib-eye just right
Just like a gas cooktop, natural gas grills 
provide al fresco chefs with instant heat and 
precision control.

Spend less and enjoy greater convenience
Grilling with natural gas could cost a third of 
what you’d pay for propane.6 Plus, the gas for 
your grill comes directly from your home’s 
supply, so you’ll never have to carry another 
propane tank.

Grill greener and cleaner
Gas is a much cleaner energy source for the 
environment7 — and produces less exhaust 
and smoke than either propane or charcoal — 
making natural gas a greener and more 
enjoyable way to grill.

Become the ultimate grillmaster
There’s nothing like a good grill-out. But with natural gas 
your outdoor experience can be enriched even more.  

Enhance your cooking experience with natural gas

On average, natural gas 
costs much less than 
other forms of energy 
and it is the least 
expensive method for 
heating and cooking.8

Get more 
for less

nicorgas.com/getservice
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